
 

JAGUAR CARS 

A  DECADES LONG,INTER-CONTINENTAL LOVE AFFAIR WITH THE 

FAMOUS BRITISH MARQUE 

 

Ultimately this story will detail the re-birth and re-engineering of a 1965 Jaguar MK 10 vehicle 

at the hands of a highly skilled and dedicated, transplanted car lover, Rainer Holst. A successful 

businessman in both country’s he now resides in Baden Ontario. Rainer has a very well-

equipped workshop and all of the necessary manual skills to operate all of the machinery and 

equipment which are contained within the building. Whilst the prime focus of this narrative is 

on the Jaguar marque we will also touch on some earlier re-engineering projects undertaken by 

Rainer.  

A search for increased POWER. 

 

Our narrative starts in Germany in 1968 with the purchase of a 1962 2.4 litre MK2 Jaguar. A 

holed piston led to the early demise of this engine. It was replaced by a 3.4 litre unit from a 

Dusseldorf car recycler. No attention was needed for this more powerful unit and gave Rainer 

what he wanted, a very fast Autobahn car. 

The love of Jaguar continued in 1970 with the purchase of a 1968 XK-E 4.2 litre Convertible. This 

was replaced by a 1963 XK-E 3.8 litre Coupe in 1971. “they were different powerful cars”  

 

Next purchase was in 1973 that of a 1971 Series one X-J 6, 2.8   litre, manual transmission with 

electric overdrive.  

This takes us to Canada where the first purchase was a 3.6litre 1986 series 2 X-J 6 vehicle, 

purchased in 1989. 

In 1997 a 1992 4.0 litre XJ-S Coupe was purchased. This vehicle had a gas tank that was painted 

on the internal surfaces prior to assembly. This treatment started falling off of the metal surface 

resulting in poor gas flow, blocked filters and ultimately replacement of the gas tank and fuel 

pump by Jaguar. Rainer still has this vehicle. Next purchase was a 1994 XJ-6 series 3 purchased 

in 1997 and which is still in use as a winter car. It is now suffering from the ravages of Canadas 

winters requiring a new windshield because of severe rusting in the lower corners causing the 

glass to craze in a major way. 



Still with Jaguar a 2003 Van den Plas V8 was purchased in 2007. A beautiful car still in daily, 

non- winter use. 

 

1983 LOTUS ESPRIT 

 

The next purchase takes us not only out of the Jaguar marque but also into Rainer’s re-

engineering and refurbishing mode. A 1983 Lotus Esprit was purchased in 1991 It had major oil 

leaks from the engine which resulted in heavy smoke as it was dripping onto the exhaust 

system. It was “repaired” by a third party but unfortunately proved not to be very durable. The 

car was stripped down completely for total refurbishment inside and out. A GM 3.8Litre V6 was 

the chosen new power unit. This supercharged engine develops 450 HP. Back to the search for 

POWER!  This was mated to the existing Lotus transaxle. This installation required significant 

changes to the bodywork at the rear of the Lotus to accommodate the larger power unit. All 

undertaken by Rainer. Upon completion of the body modifications the body was first sent to a 

paint shop before interior trimming was completed. Final assembly by Rainer resulted in the 

vehicle seen below. The   photographs clearly show a very cramped engine bay with the large 

GM unit installed. 

 

 



 

1981 TRIUMPH TR7-BULLET 

 

A 1981 Triumph TR7 was purchased in 2008 and would be the subject of Rainer’s second major 

rebuild and refurbishment. The code name for the TR7 project, at Triumph, during the 

development process was BULLET. This name is impressed into the new seat backs. Triumphs 

lack lustre slant four engine was replaced by a 6.6litre GM unit which develops 420HP. This was 

mated to a GM five speed manual gear box. To take the power and torque from this 

combination a rear axle unit from a Ford Explorer was installed. The front struts and the hubs 

are from a Ford Mustang. The whole interior, seats included, was completely refurbished with 

tan leather seats. A superb red paint job and new tan hood really add the finishing touch to a 

super looking car, as seen in the following photographs. 
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